MIS/CS Intern

WealthVest is an independent marketing organization distributing annuities nationally through broker dealers and financial advisors. The founders, both past CEOs of leading annuity companies, each have over twenty years of success designing and marketing annuities. We represent the top life insurance companies in the industry and specialize in distributing fixed and fixed index annuities.

Recently WealthVest Marketing reached a major milestone, passing $1 Billion in cumulative sales since its founding in 2009.

Job Description

We are seeking a smart, energetic, capable individual to join our team and make an immediate contribution. This position reports directly to the Vice President of IT and is responsible for developing mission critical database procedures and reports. This is a highly visible, challenging and diverse role, one in which you have the opportunity to and take on as much as you are able, make your mark, and grow considerably in the process.

Typical duties include:
- Creating data processing queries and scripts using SQL
- Creating reports and dashboards using SQL and report writer
- Data analysis and cleansing
- DBA tasks

Additional duties might include:
- Assisting with various IT department tasks

Qualifications
- Minimum Junior or Senior in accredited MIS or CS degree program
- Well versed in Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS) and Structured Query Language (SQL)

Required Skills and Experience
- SQL programming
Soft Skills:
- Self starter
- Ability to work independently
- Well organized
- Enthusiasm to learn
- Reasonable English communication skills – verbal and written
- Team player
- Can do attitude

Desired Skills and Experience (Will train for the right candidate)

- Programming (shell scripts, database procedures, command line invoked SQL scripts)
- Database administration
- MS Word, Excel, Sharepoint

Other
- San Francisco Financial District

To apply please email your resume to:

ITResumes@wealthvest.com